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Abstract15
The spatial and temporal variation of energy dissipation rates in breaking waves controls16
the mean circulation of the surf zone. As this circulation plays an important role in the17
morphodynamics of beaches, it is vital to develop better understanding of the energy dis-18
sipation processes in breaking and broken waves. In this paper we present the first direct19
field measurements of roller geometry extracted from a LiDAR dataset of broken waves to20
obtain new insights into wave energy dissipation in the inner surf zone. We use a roller21
model to show that most existing roller area formulations in the literature lead to consid-22
erable overestimation of the wave energy dissipation, which is found to be close to, but23
smaller than, the energy dissipation in a hydraulic jump of the same height. The role of24
the roller density is also investigated, and we propose that it should be incorporated into25
modified roller area formulations until better knowledge of the roller area and its link with26
the mean roller density is acquired. Finally, using previously published results from deep-27
water wave breaking studies, we propose a scaling law for energy dissipation in the inner28
surf zone, which achieves satisfactory results at both the time-averaged and wave-by-wave29
scales.30
1 Introduction31
The surf zone is the part of the nearshore characterized by breaking and broken waves,32
which extends from the break point of the largest waves to the shoreline. Although the33
process of breaking can stop as waves propagate in deeper water (e.g. for bar/trough sys-34
tems), two regions are generally used to describe the wave transformation after the break35
point: the outer surf zone, where the breaking wave exhibits rapid transformation just after36
breaking, and the inner surf zone, where the changes in shape are more gradual [Svend-37
sen et al., 1978; Basco, 1985]. In the outer surf zone, a considerable amount of incident38
wave energy is transformed through the entrainment of air, the generation of turbulent ki-39
netic energy and vortices, splashes, noise and through sediment transport [e.g., Peregrine,40
1983; Battjes, 1988; Rapp and Melville, 1990; Deane, 1997; Blenkinsopp and Chaplin,41
2007; Iafrati, 2011]. In the inner surf zone, the primary processes leading to dissipation42
are the generation of turbulent kinetic energy and bed friction [Peregrine, 1983; Svend-43
sen, 1984; Stive and Wind, 1986; Deigaard et al., 1991]. As the energy dissipation and its44
spatial variation drive the mean circulation of the surf zone (undertow, alongshore cur-45
rents but also macro vortices, e.g., see Peregrine and Bokhove, 1998; Bühler and Jacobson,46
2001; Brocchini et al., 2004; Bonneton et al., 2010), acquiring a better understanding of47
energy dissipation rates due to wave breaking in the surf zone is valuable and required for48
modelling purposes.49
Over the last few decades, numerical models based on the full Navier-Stokes equations50
have been increasingly used to study wave breaking processes [e.g., see Lin and Liu, 1998;51
Jacobsen et al., 2012; Higuera et al., 2013; Deike et al., 2016]. However, they remain a52
limited tool for many engineering applications as they have high computational cost and53
it is often difficult to obtain the correct boundary conditions for the domain being mod-54
elled. Other phase-resolving models include those based on Boussinesq-type equations55
[e.g., see Madsen and Schäffer, 1998; Lannes and Bonneton, 2009] and the non-linear shal-56
low water equations [NLSWE; e.g., Raubenheimer, 2002; Bonneton, 2007; Zijlema and57
Stelling, 2008]. These models accurately describe wave transformation up to the break58
point (refraction, diffraction, shoaling) with a much lower computational cost. However,59
they are incapable of describing the physics of wave overturning or water/air phase mix-60
ing and thus require special treatment for incorporating wave breaking-related processes61
[Brocchini, 2013]. For instance, the breaking onset and cessation need to be imposed in62
Boussinesq-type models, meaning that a parameterization for the energy dissipation due63
to wave breaking is also needed. Three principal approaches have been used in the litera-64
ture for this: 1) the use of the roller concept [Brocchini et al., 1992; Schäffer et al., 1993;65
Cienfuegos et al., 2010]; 2) an eddy-viscosity approach [Zelt, 1991; Kennedy et al., 2000;66
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Klonaris et al., 2016]; and 3) the use of a shock-capturing NLSWE solver after the break67
point [Tissier et al., 2012].68
Introduced by Svendsen et al. [1978], the roller concept for depth-induced wave breaking69
accounts for the turbulent mass of mixed air and water advected by the breaker and the70
extra surface stresses that it generates, which affect the mean circulation [Longuet-Higgins71
and Stewart, 1964; Svendsen et al., 1978; Svendsen, 1984; Stive and Wind, 1986; Deigaard72
and Fredsøe, 1989; Nairn et al., 1990; Deigaard, 1993; Rattanapitikon and Shibayama,73
2000; Bae et al., 2013]. Unlike the eddy-viscosity approach mentioned above, the roller74
concept has the particular advantage that it provides both phase-resolving or phase-averaged75
models with a physical framework for parameterizing wave breaking processes in the surf76
zone. Svendsen [1984, hereafter S84] used the dissipation rate of a hydraulic jump of77
equivalent height, following the seminal work of Le Méhauté [1962]; Hwang and Divoky78
[1970]; Battjes and Janssen [1978]. The original approach of Battjes and Janssen [1978]79
is a common method to parameterize the energy dissipation rates due to wave breaking80
in shallow water in fully spectral models [e.g., Benoit et al., 1996; Vink, 2001; Cavaleri81
et al., 2007; Salmon et al., 2015] and in simpler energy balance-based models [e.g., Thorn-82
ton and Guza, 1983; Stive, 1984; Svendsen, 1984; Battjes and Stive, 1985; Baldock et al.,83
1998]. It is important to note that in the studies cited above, the roller is not directly in-84
volved in the energy dissipation processes but serves only to better predict wave setup and85
mean cross-shore or alongshore currents.86
An approach to parameterize energy dissipation rates in breaking waves directly from sur-87
face roller properties is possible based on the empirical relations observed by Duncan88
[1981, hereafter D81] for steady breakers generated by a hydrofoil. By varying the hydro-89
foil speed and angle of attack, D81 could relate the momentum deficit in the mean flow to90
the shearing forces exerted by the breaking region on the forward wave slope. The energy91
dissipation hence occurs at the roller/wave interface through shear stresses, which over the92
whole interface Lr/cos θ, can be expressed as:93
τ = ρrgA sin θ (1)
where ρr is the mean water density over the roller area region A, g is the gravity con-94
stant, θ is the roller angle, and Lr is the roller length, see Figure 1 and Table 1 for a list95
of the parameters used in this study. Note that in this study, roller length is defined as the96
horizontal distance between the roller crest and toe, following Haller and Catalán [2009].97
Hence, Lr is related to the total roller length L of D81 by L = Lr/cos θ. Eq. 1 has been98
used in many studies to model or estimate the energy dissipation due to wave breaking99
[Dally and Brown, 1995; Lippmann et al., 1996; Walstra et al., 1996; Reniers and Battjes,100
1997; Ruessink et al., 2001; Haller and Catalán, 2009; Carini et al., 2015; Flores et al.,101
2016]. However, very few studies report measurements of roller properties, whether exter-102
nal (θ, Lr ) or internal (ρr , A). Roller lengths Lr have been estimated from video imagery103
in the study of Haller and Catalán [2009], and more recently by Carini et al. [2015] and104
Flores et al. [2016]. Haller and Catalán [2009] obtained a good match between remotely-105
sensed roller lengths and those inferred from their roller model. To estimate wave slopes106
in the dataset of Haller and Catalán [2009], Zhang et al. [2014] used the time elapsed be-107
tween the upcrossing of the Mean Water Level (MWL) and the crest level, assuming a108
constant celerity from solitary wave theory. A similar method was used by Carini et al.109
[2015] but using the trough level and the celerity from linear wave theory. These esti-110
mates are valuable but can be considered quite coarse given that average wave celerity has111
been shown to be on average 1.14 times that given by linear wave theory in the surf zone112
[Tissier et al., 2011], and that the preceding trough can be located well away from the113
bore toe (e.g. Figure 1 and 3 of D81). Nonetheless, Zhang et al. [2014] reported broken114
wave slopes greater than 0.2, which is at least twice the value of 0.1 generally adopted115
for tan θ in energy balance-based models using the roller concept [e.g., Dally and Brown,116
1995; Walstra et al., 1996; Reniers and Battjes, 1997; Ruessink et al., 2001; Flores et al.,117
2016].118
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Considerable uncertainties also exist in our knowledge of the surface roller area A and119
mean density ρr . The quantity A represents the area of the surface roller located in front120
of the breaker above the oscillatory wave motion and characterized by turbulent and aer-121
ated flows [Basco, 1985]. Although the value of A will by definition influence the value122
of ρr , no threshold for the void fraction which represents the underside of the roller area123
has been proposed. In practice, A and ρr are very difficult to consistently and accurately124
measure due to complex hydrodynamics of the aerated region of the breaker (e.g., see125
Duncan [1981], Govender et al. [2002], Kimmoun and Branger [2007], and the recent re-126
view of Lubin and Chanson [2017]). The tangent to the smooth water surface below the127
hydrofoil-generated steady breaker was used by D81 to define A. However, this bound-128
ary is much harder to define for developed breakers, for instance forcing Govender et al.129
[2002] to define A as the ’aerated region’ only. The difficulty in measuring and defining130
the roller area has led to the existence of numerous formulations in the literature as shown131
in Table 2. A simple analysis assuming H = 1m, Lr = 1m, tan θ = 0.1, and the beach132
slope tan β = 0.01 demonstrates that it is possible to have an order of magnitude dif-133
ference between the formulations of D81 and Tajima [1996]. This suggests that energy134
dissipation rates calculated with Eq. 1 can vary by an order of magnitude depending on135
the choice of A, which likely leads to significant effect for the modelling of the incident136
wave energy flux through the whole surf zone. Similarly, although cross-shore and tem-137
poral variations of ρr are expected during the various breaking stages [e.g., see Blenkin-138
sopp and Chaplin, 2007; Kimmoun and Branger, 2007; Rojas and Loewen, 2010], ρr = ρ139
is the common choice in all the previous studies mentioned, which would appear to be a140
non-physical choice given that this region is characterised by the fact that the flow is two-141
phase [Lubin and Chanson, 2017].142
In this paper, we present a novel field dataset of surface roller properties (θ and Lr ) ex-143
tracted from a 2D LiDAR dataset of inner surf zone waves collected by Martins et al.144
[2017a]. The methodology to obtain this dataset is first described and it is then com-145
pared to the empirical relations obtained by D81 for steady spilling breakers generated by146
a hydrofoil. Thanks to these direct measurements of roller properties, the number of un-147
knowns in the parameterization of Duncan [1981] (Eq. 1) is reduced to ρr and A. We use148
the classic model of Svendsen [1984] and the dissipation term given by Duncan [1981] to149
investigate the capacity of various formulations of A for predicting the energy dissipation150
rates observed in our inner surf zone data. The role of ρr in particular in the definition151
of A is also discussed in this analysis. Finally, we present an attempt to scale the energy152
dissipation in the inner surf using local wave properties, which is less reliant on wave ge-153
ometric properties and could easily be implemented in a phase-averaged model or used by154
remote-sensing techniques to estimate energy dissipation in broken waves.155
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Table 1. List of symbols.156
Symbol Description Unit
α mean wave angle relative to shore normal °
β beach angle with horizontal °
γ wave height to water depth ratio –
 wave energy dissipation due to breaking J.m−2
η free surface elevation m
θ roller angle °
ρ water density kg.m−3
ρr mean water density over the roller area region kg.m−3
τ period-averaged shear stress at the wave/roller interface N.m−2
A roller area m2
b energy dissipation coefficient –
c wave celerity m.s−1
D wave energy dissipation rate due to breaking J.m−2.s−1
g acceleration of gravity m.s−2
E f incident wave energy flux J.m−1.s−1
E f ,w wave contribution to the incident wave energy flux J.m−1.s−1
E f ,r roller contribution to the incident wave energy flux J.m−1.s−1
H wave height m
Hs significant wave height m
h mean water depth m
ht water depth below the trough m
hc water depth below the crest m
hw period-averaged water depth m
k wave number m−1
L wave length m
Lr roller length m
t time s
T wave period s
Tp wave peak period s
x horizontal coordinate m
z vertical coordinate m
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Table 2. List of expressions for the surface roller area A from existing literature. Except when stated, all
wave and surface roller properties are defined in Figure 1.
157
158
Studies Expression Observations
Duncan [1981] A = 0.11
(
Lr
cos θ
)2 Relation found during the hydrofoil experiments. Note
that the horizontal projection of the roller/wave interface
is used here (Lr ), hence the presence of the cosine.
Engelund [1981] A =
H3
4h tan θ
This relation was derived by Deigaard et al. [1991] to
match the dissipation of a hydraulic jump of the same
height, based on the results of Engelund [1981].
Svendsen [1984] A = 0.9H2 Based on the reanalysis of Duncan [1981].
Okayasu et al. [1986] A
HL
= 0.06 − 0.07
L is the wave length. A coefficient k exists in the original
version to account for the bore development (k = 1 here
since we consider fully developed bores).
Tajima [1996] A = B tan βH2∗
B is a coefficient taken as 140 in Tajima [1996], and H2∗
the equivalent linear wave height (i.e. same energy flux).
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2 Methods159
2.1 Field site and experimental set-up160
The present study uses LiDAR data collected during the field experiments performed at161
Saltburn-by-the-Sea, UK (see Figure 2a for location) during April 2016 [Martins et al.,162
2017a,b]. The field experiments and the raw data processing are described in these two163
references, but some basic information is repeated here. Three eye-safe 2D LiDAR scan-164
ners (SICK LMS511) were deployed along a pier to measure the time-varying free sur-165
face elevation of shoaling and breaking waves at 25Hz (Figure 2b). The three individual166
datasets were processed following the methods of Martins et al. [2016] and then merged167
into a unique surface elevation dataset using linear weighting functions: at a given cross-168
shore location, priority is given to the nearest LiDAR scanner as it provides the most ac-169
curate measurement at that location. An example of the final LiDAR dataset is also shown170
in Figure 2c and illustrates the spatial resolution and extent of the dataset (0.1-m cross-171
shore grid). In addition to the scanners, the full experimental set-up included three RBR172
pressure transducers (PT) and three Nortek Acoustic Doppler Velocimeters (ADV), sam-173
pled at 2Hz and 16Hz respectively (Figure 2c).174
As a consequence of the macrotidal environment in this part of the North Sea, every phase175
of the nearshore wave transformation could be measured: from propagating bores in the176
inner surf zone during flood or ebb phases to shoaling and breaking waves during high177
tides. The present study focuses on the inner surf zone, where broken waves propagate178
as fully developed bores after the transition point [Svendsen, 1984; Basco and Yamashita,179
1986; Nairn et al., 1990; Kweon and Goda, 1996]. We only use data from the 09/04/2016180
and 10/04/2016 which corresponded to a swell event with Tp ≈ 10 − 11 s and Hs =181
1m measured at the offshore limit of the pier and had a mean peak wave direction of182
16.8°NE and a directional spread of 15.2° at Whitby (Figure 2a). During this period in-183
cident waves propagated shore-normal (parallel to the pier), as the coastline of Saltburn is184
oriented 18°NE. To minimize the influence of reflected waves on the geometrical proper-185
ties of incident waves, we considered only periods when the maximum runup position was186
located seaward of the steep gravel upper beachface located around x = 195m (see Figure187
2c).188
2.2 Wave-by-wave analysis: extraction of roller properties189
The surface roller properties presented in this paper are extracted from individual broken190
waves that are tracked in the inner surf zone using the algorithms developed in Martins191
et al. [2016, 2017c,a,b]. The tracking works by detecting the wave crests as maxima in the192
surface elevation timeseries. Individual wave heights H are then computed as the verti-193
cal distance between the crest and preceding trough elevations (hc and ht respectively, see194
Figure 1), and the wave period T is defined as the time elapsed between the passage of the195
two troughs either side of a crest at a given cross-shore location. In the LiDAR dataset,196
we define the surface roller as the part of the wave profile from the wave crest, through197
the breaking region (where ∂η/∂x < 0) to the roller toe. The horizontal distance between198
the roller toe and the wave crest corresponds to the roller length Lr . For fully developed199
bores, the roller toe location will be close to and seaward of the preceding trough. Here200
we use a surface gradient up-crossing value set at 20% of the maximum surface elevation201
gradient absolute value found in the breaking region to define the roller toe (see illustra-202
tion in Figure 1). This threshold value was chosen after visually checking every wave of203
the dataset: smaller threshold values led to the roller toe being located very close to the204
detected trough that can sometimes be well in front of the roller itself, while larger gradi-205
ent threshold values led to the detection of the roller toe over the breaking region of the206
roller, thus underestimating the roller length Lr . Finally, the roller angle θ is estimated by207
fitting a line to the surface roller profile (from the detected wave crest to the roller toe).208
We hence make the assumption that, in the inner surf zone, the internal structure of the209
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roller has a slope similar to that of the surface of the breaking region, which is consistent210
with observations [e.g., Duncan, 1981; Kimmoun and Branger, 2007] and the compar-211
isons of A presented in Section 3.2.212
In the surf zone, good estimates of the wave celerity are required to accurately describe213
the incident wave energy flux [Svendsen et al., 2003]. The traditional approach for esti-214
mating the wave celerity c relies in the following estimate: c ≈ ∆x/∆t where ∆x is the215
distance travelled by the wave in the time ∆t [e.g., see Suhayda and Pettigrew, 1977]. The216
Radon Transform [Radon, 1917] has also been used to estimate individual wave celerities217
in video timestacks by Yoo et al. [2011] and then Almar et al. [2014]. As these methods218
can introduce considerable noise, which has a dramatic effect in a modelling exercise, we219
follow the approach of Tissier et al. [2015] which makes use of the high-resolution charac-220
ter of the dataset. A linear fit of the crest trajectories is first performed over a 5m window221
(2.5m either side of the point where the celerity is estimated) and the first derivative of222
this fit is taken as the individual wave celerity.223
2.3 The surface roller dataset224
The relations obtained by D81 during his hydrofoil experiments are commonly applied in225
the surf zone to estimate wave energy dissipation [e.g., Haller and Catalán, 2009; Carini226
et al., 2015; Flores et al., 2016], even though their applicability in this region remains227
unclear due to the mechanism used to generate the steady breakers. In this Section, we228
present the full dataset that consists of 38 manually selected waves and was obtained with229
the methodology described in Section 2.2. This dataset is then compared with three em-230
pirical relations from D81.231
The 38 waves were individually checked and selected to ensure no gaps in the surface232
elevation dataset and no obvious interaction with other incident or reflected waves. One233
of these tracked waves is presented in Figure 3 to illustrate the methodology used to ex-234
tract the roller angle. We first note that the observed range of roller angles is 2 to 6 times235
greater than the constant value of 5.7° (tan θ ≈ 0.1) typically used by previous investiga-236
tors in energy balance-based models with the roller concept. These values are consistent237
with the visual observations reported by Duncan [1981], Govender et al. [2002] and Almar238
et al. [2012] or those used in Boussinesq-type models [Schäffer et al., 1993; Cienfuegos239
et al., 2010; Michallet et al., 2011]. Furthermore, θ varies considerably in the inner surf240
zone (Figures 3a and 3e): a rapid initial reduction in roller angle from 25° to 18° occurs241
in the first 8m post-breaking. This is followed by a period of relatively constant roller an-242
gle in the range 16° to 22° between x = 131 and 160m, followed by a rapid reduction be-243
tween x = 165 and x = 170m of about 10° associated with an increase in the rate of wave244
height decay (Figure 3b). This corresponds to the location where the beach slope is the245
greatest, as seen in the evolution of ht in Figure 3b. The general trend over the passage246
of the wave is that high roller angles coincide with greater dissipation, which is evidenced247
by a more rapid reduction of H (see Appendix for the relation between H and the wave248
energy flux E f in the present dataset). Interestingly, we note a delay between high roller249
angle and high roller length values: local peaks in Lr (e.g. x = 127m and x = 169m)250
appear 5 to 7m after those observed in θ (x = 120m and x = 164m, respectively). This251
highlights the unsteadiness of breaking waves in a natural environment in contrast to the252
steady-state spilling breakers generated and observed by D81.253
As is commonly observed in the inner surf zone [e.g., Thornton and Guza, 1982], every254
wave from the present dataset is found to be depth-limited with a correlation r2 = 0.87255
between the individual wave height H and the period-averaged water depth hw (Figure256
4a). In a first attempt to parameterize the roller angle, θ is compared with the wave height257
(Figure 4b), and the product Lr tan θ is shown against the surf zone similarity parameter258
(Figure 4c). There appears to be a linear trend between tan θ and H, however, more data259
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from other sites and with different conditions are required to establish robust relations be-260
tween θ and local wave and beach parameters.261
Figure 4 d-f show comparisons with the relations provided by D81 concerning the evolu-262
tion of H with three principal quantities: c2/g for the dispersive effects (Figure 4d), Lr263
and Lr tan θ for the geometric properties (Figures 4e and f, respectively). We observe that264
the relation H = 0.6c2/g derived by D81 consistently overestimates our observations (Fig-265
ure 4d). The steady-state breakers generated by D81 had a propagation speed imposed by266
the displacement of the hydrofoil whereas, in the surf zone, amplitude dispersion is gener-267
ally observed to be important due to increasing wave non-linearities [e.g., Svendsen et al.,268
1978; Catalán and Haller, 2008; Tissier et al., 2011]. To verify this effect on the present269
dataset, the non-linear wave celerity predictor of Booij [1981] was tested:270
c2Booij
g
=
1
k
tanh
(
k
(
hw +
H
2
))
, (2)
where k is the wave number. In shallow water, the hyperbolic tangent can be approxi-271
mated as follows (error <0.7% for the present dataset):272
c2Booij
g
≈ hw + H2 (3)
Using the linear relation found between H and hw (Figure 4a), we obtain the simple linear273
relation:274
c2Booij
g
≈ 2.49H − 0.06 (4)
Accounting for the wave non-linearity in the celerity provides a much better estimate of275
the observed c2/g than with the formulation of D81, reducing the root-mean square error276
(RMSE) from 0.86 to 0.25m/s and the scatter index (SI) from 1.74 to 0.21.277
The observed values of roller length Lr are relatively well correlated with the wave278
height (r2 = 0.62), and are slightly larger than that predicted by the relation Lr = 2.91H279
from the dataset of D81 (Figure 4e). Part of the dataset from Haller and Catalán [2009]280
follows the relation found by D81 and hence the present dataset. However, some of their281
observations had a notably smaller roller length for a given wave height than the current282
data when obtained close to the break point, where the roller is not yet fully developed283
[Haller and Catalán, 2009]. The fully developed character of the present roller dataset is284
confirmed in the comparison of H with Lr tan θ (Figure 4f): a simple analysis of the roller285
geometry (Figure 1) shows that if Lr is correctly measured, we should get Lr tan θ ≈ H.286
This is verified in the present dataset with r2 = 0.89, a RMSE of 0.06m and SI of 0.13,287
showing that the procedure for the extraction of the roller length and angle is robust. In288
contrast, the surface roller covered only a fraction of the wave face during the hydrofoil289
experiments performed by D81 (see Figures 1 and 3 in Duncan, 1981) leading to relatively290
shorter roller lengths, which follow H = 1.6Lr tan θ. This also explains the greater values291
of Lr obtained in Figure 4e compared to the relation of D81.292
In conclusion, the present dataset differs from that of D81 in three main areas:293
• The unsteadiness of natural surf zone processes. This causes delays in the evolu-294
tion of roller properties with local beach properties and hence dissipation regimes295
(Figure 3).296
• The celerity imposed by the hydrofoil in D81. This contrasts with surf zone data297
where amplitude dispersion is important (Figure 4d).298
• The non-saturated character of the breakers in D81 compared to the fully developed299
bores from the present dataset (Figure 4f).300
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3 Modelling energy dissipation rates in broken waves with a roller model301
The novel surface roller dataset presented in Section 2 allows the number of unknowns302
in the parameterization of Duncan [1981] (Eq. 1) to be reduced to A and ρr only. In this303
Section, we use this dataset and the roller concept initially developed by Svendsen [1984]304
with the dissipation term from Duncan [1981] to investigate the influence of different for-305
mulations of A and the role of ρr on the modelling of the incident wave energy flux. We306
first describe the model and the assumptions upon which it is based.307
3.1 Model description308
3.1.1 The roller model: derivation and assumptions309
The concept of energy balance for nearshore wave modelling states that the spatial varia-310
tion of the time-averaged incident wave energy flux E f is equal to the amount of energy311
D (> 0 by convention) transformed or directly dissipated per unit area as discussed by312
Svendsen [2006] (e.g., by breaking, aeration and friction). If x represents the cross-shore313
coordinate, this model can be expressed as:314
∂
∂x
(
E f cosα
)
= −D (5)
where α is the mean wave angle relative to shore normal. For waves propagating in the315
inner surf zone, all of the energy transformed by breaking processes is assumed to be316
transferred to the surface roller [e.g., Dally and Brown, 1995; Michallet et al., 2011], which317
is a turbulent mass of mixed water and air centred on the Mean Water Level (MWL), and318
moves at the same speed c as the carrier wave [Svendsen, 1984]. To account for the ex-319
tra kinetic energy present in the roller, S84 separated the incident wave energy flux into a320
wave and a roller contribution as follows:321
E f = E f ,w + E f ,r (6)
with322
E f ,w = ρgc
1
T
∫ T
0
η2dt (7)
E f ,r =
1
2
ρr
A
T
c2 (8)
where ρ is the water density, g is the gravity constant, T is the wave period, η is the time-323
varying surface elevation, and ρr and A the surface roller mean density and area (see also324
Deigaard and Fredsøe [1989]). In practice, the surface roller constitutes the rotational part325
of the broken wave and accounts for the extra kinetic energy found in breaking and broken326
waves, see Svendsen [1984], Battjes [1988], and also the description of the roller model327
in Buckley et al. [2015]. Indeed, the term E f ,r represents the kinetic energy of the surface328
roller and the term E f ,w represents twice the wave energy flux calculated from the poten-329
tial energy of the wave. The hypothesis that the kinetic energy equals the potential energy330
is hence made for the irrotational part of the wave, and although this assumption has not331
been thoroughly verified in the inner surf zone for a wide range of wave and beach condi-332
tions, the experimental studies of Iwata and Tomita [1992] and Huang et al. [2009] corrob-333
orate these hypotheses.334
In Eq. 5, we neglect wave directionality as individual waves were observed to propagate335
parallel to the pier, and this is confirmed by the small directional spreading measured336
nearshore. For instance, a wave angle of 10° causes an underestimation of the individual337
wave energy flux of about 2%, which is considered negligible compared to the approxima-338
tions of the current model. Further, we focus on inner surf zone waves and hence neglect339
contributions to the dissipation such as that from air entrainment which are known to be340
significant in the outer surf zone but whose effect is diminished in the inner surf zone341
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[e.g., see Blenkinsopp and Chaplin, 2007]. The contribution from bottom friction is also342
neglected as it was found to be negligible on sandy beaches compared to that by breaking343
processes [e.g., see Boers, 2005].344
The growth of the surface roller is compensated by the energy dissipation Dτ that occurs345
through shear stresses at the wave/roller interface and the dissipation that originates from346
mass exchanges between the wave and the roller [Nairn et al., 1990; Deigaard, 1993; Stive347
and de Vriend, 1994; Reniers and Battjes, 1997]. Deigaard [1993] (see also the note in348
Stive and de Vriend [1994]) showed that the contribution of the mass exchanges to the en-349
ergy dissipation is similar to the spatial variation of the roller kinetic energy so that with350
the assumptions made above, we can write:351
D = Dτ +
∂E f ,r
∂x
(9)
The energy balance system from Eq. 5 hence simplifies to a single differential equation:352
∂E f ,w
∂x
+ 2
∂E f ,r
∂x
= −Dτ (10)
3.1.2 Energy dissipation terms353
From his hydrofoil experiments, D81 related the energy dissipation in steady breakers to354
the Reynolds stresses at the boundary between the roller and the underlying layers of fluid355
(see Eq. 1). The dissipation term due to shear stresses corresponds to the work done by356
the roller averaged over the wave period see also Eq. 1:357
Dτ = τc = ρrgA
sin θ
T
(11)
In the following, we will also use the original model of Svendsen [1984] as a reference:358
∂E f ,w
∂x
+
∂E f ,r
∂x
= −DHJ, (12)
The approach of S84 follows the seminal work of Le Méhauté [1962] on non-saturated359
breakers, and that of Svendsen et al. [1978] to approximate the energy dissipation in a bro-360
ken wave with that of a hydraulic jump of the same height such that:361
DHJ =
1
4
ρghw
H3
hchtT
(13)
where hw is the period-averaged water depth, and hc and ht are the water depths below362
crest and trough respectively [e.g., Svendsen, 2006, p. 286], see Figure 1.363
3.1.3 Numerical discretization364
A and ρr are the only unknowns in the description of the kinetic energy of the roller and365
hence in Dτ . The dataset presented in Section 2 thus enables us to investigate the accu-366
racy of formulations of A (Table 2) and the role of ρr to model the amount of energy367
transformed during the breaking processes and then dissipated at the interface between the368
roller and the wave. The lack of knowledge of A prevents us to impose a correct bound-369
ary condition in the inner surf zone and thus model E f ,r directly by using the measured370
∂E f ,w/∂x quantities. Instead, here we investigate the validity of the choices of A and ρr371
by modelling E f ,w and comparing it to our observations. Eq. 10 and 12 are solved numer-372
ically with a finite difference modelling approach to estimate the cross-shore variation of373
E f ,w (Eq. 7) and E f ,r (Eq. 8). Starting at an initial position x0, the model uses measured374
wave quantities (H, c, θ and Lr ) and local quantities (hw , ht ) to compute the roller con-375
tribution and the energy dissipation terms Dτ (Eq. 11) and DHJ (Eq. 13) to feed into Eq.376
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10 and Eq. 12 respectively. At any cross-shore location xi , the discretization used for Eq.377
9 reads:378
(E f ,w)i = (E f ,w)i−1 − δx(Dτ)i − 2(E f ,r )i + 2(E f ,r )i−1 (14)
where the subscripts i and i − 1 refer to the evaluation of the quantity at the successive379
grid points xi and xi−1 respectively. δx = xi − xi−1 is the spatial discretization step, taken380
here as 0.1m. This numerical scheme introduces a local error of O(δx2), meaning that the381
numerical method is of order 1 over the whole surf zone. This is considered satisfactory382
for the present application considering approximations made in the roller concept.383
3.2 Influence of A and ρr on energy dissipation rates384
For the following analysis, a wave group composed of 6 consecutive waves was isolated385
to highlight the effect of A and ρr on the cross-shore evolution of E f ,w modelled with386
Eq. 14. More information on this group is given in the Appendix. The wave and roller387
properties of this group were extracted using the methodology presented in Section 2.2388
and ensemble-averaged.389
The basic analysis on the order of magnitude of A presented in Section 1 showed poten-390
tial for large discrepancies between the different formulations presented in Table 2. The391
roller properties extracted from the wave group here confirm this analysis (Figure 5), and392
show that the formulations of Tajima [1996] and Okayasu et al. [1986] lead to values ap-393
proximately 6 and 10 times larger respectively than those of Engelund [1981], when the394
original coefficients for these formulations are used. Although the relation found by S84 is395
based on the dataset obtained by D81, it consistently predicts a smaller roller surface area396
than the original relation of D81. The difference between the two formulations increases397
slightly closer to shore, where Lr tends to get larger in our observations than the quantity398
2.91H observed by D81 (Figure 4e). The roller area model derived by Deigaard and Fred-399
søe [1989] and Deigaard et al. [1991] to match the dissipation rates of a hydraulic jump400
of the same height (based on Engelund [1981]) gives the smallest estimates of A: roughly401
half that of S84 and a third of D81.402
The variability in values of A obtained by using different formulations lead to differences403
of the same order in the roller kinetic energy (Eq. 8) and likely in its cross-shore variation404
which is the quantity used by the model. More importantly, the dissipation terms Dτ (Eq.405
11) computed with these formulations will also show such variations depending on the406
choice made for A. For instance, using the formulation by Okayasu et al. [1986] leads to407
energy dissipation rates about 10 times greater than given by Engelund [1981] (Table 2).408
Considering the number of studies that have estimated the energy dissipation rates to be409
close to that of a bore, and that the formulations from Tajima [1996] and Okayasu et al.410
[1986] are not supported by observations, in the following, we focus our attention on the411
formulations by Engelund [1981], Duncan [1981] and Svendsen [1984].412
Starting with the formulation by Engelund [1981], the best fit with observations is ob-413
tained with a density ratio of ρr/ρ = 0.87 (Figure 6b), corresponding to a RMSE of414
57.32 J.m−1.s−1. It is important to note that due to the absence of definition for A, there is415
a lack of knowledge on ρr . However, the value of 0.87ρ is well within the range of previ-416
ous observations of void fractions in the roller region of inner surf zone waves [Longuet-417
Higgins and Turner, 1974; Duncan, 1981; Cox and Shin, 2003; Kimmoun and Branger,418
2007; Govender et al., 2002; Rojas and Loewen, 2010]. As an energy dissipation at least419
twice that of a hydraulic jump of the same height is observed for the original formulations420
of roller area from D81 and S84, a modification to the coefficients of these formulations is421
required to match our observations. Here, we propose to include the density ratio in these422
new coefficients. This is motivated by two reasons: 1) these coefficients will change de-423
pending on the chosen value for ρr , and 2) A and ρr are directly linked through the defi-424
nition of A. The modified roller area formulations of Duncan [1981] and Svendsen [1984]425
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for this specific wave group are given by:426
A = 0.026
ρ
ρr
(
Lr
cos θ
)2
modified from Duncan [1981] (15)
A = 0.326
ρ
ρr
H2 modified from Svendsen [1984] (16)
To be consistent with the results obtained with the formulation of Engelund [1981], the427
same mean roller density is taken, meaning that the modified roller areas represent 27%428
and 42% of the original formulations of D81 and S84 respectively. As the coefficients of429
Eq. 15 and 16 are prone to change with the accuracy of the estimation of wave and roller430
properties, the values were also computed for a less energetic wave group leading to a431
similar coefficient for Eq. 15 but a slightly larger value for Eq. 16 (0.362). Performing the432
same analysis over the 38 individual waves led to a mean value of 0.364 and a standard433
deviation of 0.059 which is consistent with the wave group values. Further studies could434
investigate the variability of these coefficients to wave conditions and beach types. For the435
present analysis, we focus on the wave group that led to the coefficients of Eq. 15 and 16.436
Between x = 122 and 135m, Eq. 16 gives the best match with data (Figure 6b),437
with energy dissipation rates very similar to those of a hydraulic jump of the same height,438
DHJ (Eq. 13), see Figure 6a. By contrast, Eq. 15 and the formulation of Engelund [1981]439
lead to energy dissipation rates on average 5 J.m−2.s−1 smaller than that given by Eq.440
15 which explains the discrepancies observed between E f ,w modelled with these two441
formulations and the data around x = 140m. Landward of this cross-shore position442
however, the modified formulation of S84 (Eq. 16) predicts energy dissipation rates on443
average 2-3 J.m−2.s−1 lower than DHJ and that of D81 (Eq. 15) which remains simi-444
lar to DHJ (Figure 6a). Overall, this has a direct impact on the cross-shore modelling445
of E f ,w: very good results are obtained with the formulation from Eq. 16 (RMSE =446
38.82 J.m−1.s−1), which succeeds in capturing the change in dissipation regime mentioned447
above, whereas Eq. 15 correctly estimates the total dissipation over the inner surf zone448
(RMSE of 60.18 J.m−1.s−1) but is less accurate in capturing the two different dissipa-449
tion regimes described above. It is worth noting that the original formulation of Duncan450
[1981] was changed to match the observations over the whole domain studied here. By451
slightly increasing the coefficient in Eq. 15, it is possible to better describe E f ,w in the452
first section (x = 122 to 140m), however, the description of the overall energy dissipation453
rates would be incorrect as it would lead to large discrepancies around x = 170m.454
Although the roller areas estimated using Eq. 15 and 16 are similar, the term 2∂E f ,r/∂x455
computed using these equations differs (Figure 6c). The measured roller lengths exhibit456
higher spatial variation when compared to the wave height, which means that Eq. 15 leads457
to spatial oscillations with higher amplitudes. In this comparison, it is also worth noting458
that the spatial variation of 2Er oscillates around 0, meaning that there is an overall steady459
state reached characteristic of inner surf zone waves. Although the roller contribution460
to wave setup is small compared to other processes [Apotsos et al., 2007], the influence461
of the new formulations in the estimation of wave setup and the mean circulation of the462
surf zone needs to be further investigated in both 2DH and 3D circulation models, as the463
wave-induced mixing and vertical circulation is an important component for wave setup464
[Bennis et al., 2014; Guérin et al., 2018].465
To conclude this Section, it is noted that D81 required a value of ρr = 0.61ρ to match his466
theory with observations. When a density ratio of 0.61 is used for the roller, the original467
formulation of D81 for A leads to values 2.58 times greater than those required to match468
our observations. With the original formulation of D81, a value of ρr = 0.23ρ is required469
to match the current observations which would appear to be unrealistic in the inner surf470
zone [e.g., see Kimmoun and Branger, 2007]. To illustrate the effect of ρr on the roller471
area A for the current dataset, Figure 7 presents a visual comparison of the roller areas472
computed from Eq. 16 using mean roller density ratios of 0.8 and 0.4 alongside that cal-473
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culated using D81 with ρr/ρ = 0.23. Due to the clear physical link between the definition474
of the roller area and the value of the mean roller density, a study combining the analysis475
above with new laboratory measurements of the roller structure in inner surf zone waves476
would be beneficial.477
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4 Scaling wave breaking energy dissipation in the inner surf zone478
The previous section demonstrated that accurate roller properties are necessary to correctly479
predict the energy dissipation in inner surf zone waves using roller-based models. How-480
ever, some of the assumptions used in this model, such as on the amount of energy trans-481
ferred by the breaking wave to the roller, are commonly used but have not been robustly482
verified. Considering the complex interactions and exchanges observed at the wave/roller483
interface, we can also consider the parameterizations of the energy dissipation in broken484
waves through shear stresses only (Eq. 11) a simplification of the complex processes oc-485
curring in broken waves. For instance, the interaction between turbulent surf zone flows486
and incident waves [Teixeira and Belcher, 2002] or the generation of turbulence by wave487
breaking [e.g., see Nairn et al., 1990] are very often neglected, simplified or hidden in the488
dissipation terms (e.g. with Eq. 12). Further, the practical use of roller-based models is489
hampered by the lack of parameterizations for roller properties, meaning that there is a490
need for alternative parameterizations of the energy dissipation due to breaking which rely491
less heavily on a priori unknown parameters. By analysing the deficit in momentum be-492
hind hydrofoil generated breakers, D81 was the first to express the energy dissipation per493
unit area as a simple function of the wave celerity to the fifth power:494
 = bρ
c5
g
(17)
where b is a dissipation coefficient of the form α/sin θ (where α is a constant), which495
takes values in the range 0.031 to 0.066 in the dataset of D81. Later, Melville [1994]496
found lower values of b in the range 0.004 to 0.012 for focussed deep water laboratory497
waves, with b increasing with the wave steepness. Interestingly, a simple approximation of498
the hydraulic jump energy dissipation rate [with c ∼ 1.14√gh, Tissier et al., 2011] leads499
to:500
HJ ∼ 1/4ρgH
3
h
c = 1/4ρH
3
h3
g2h2
g
c ∼ ρ γ
3
5.2
c5
g
, (18)
where γ is the wave height to water depth ratio. For the present dataset, Eq. 18 cor-501
responds to b within 0.01 and 0.015, roughly a third of the values from D81, but well502
within the range of values obtained by Melville [1994]. Drazen et al. [2008] performed503
an extensive analysis of several experimental datasets to further understand the variation504
of this parameter [e.g., Melville, 1994; Drazen et al., 2008; Romero et al., 2012], and high-505
lighted the dependence of b on (Hk)5/2. It is worth noting that in this expression for b,506
Drazen et al. [2008] defined H as the height of the ’active’ or ’overturning’ part of the507
wave, which is equal to H as defined in Figure 1 (fully developed bores in the inner surf508
zone).509
Provided that the break point and wave celerity in inner surf zones are accurately de-510
scribed, the formulation of the energy dissipation rate from Eq. 17 has potential for pa-511
rameterizing energy dissipation in broken waves in the inner surf zone. While it is a func-512
tion of the wave steepness, Eq. 17 relies less on surface roller properties which still lack513
parameterization (e.g. Figure 4). In the following, we investigate the performance of the514
two formulations for b (D81 and Drazen et al. [2008]) to simulate the cross-shore transfor-515
mation of the wave energy flux at the wave group and wave-by-wave scales. The period-516
averaged energy dissipation rates given by Eq. 17 is used in Eq. 5 and we use the data517
from the same wave group as in Section 3. The optimum coefficients found for the formu-518
lations of D81 and Drazen et al. [2008] when compared to observations (wave group and519
individual waves) were found to be:520
b = 1.24(Hk)5/2 modified from Drazen et al. [2008] (19)
b = 0.0011/sin θ modified from Duncan [1981] (20)
where, k is the wave number and has been calculated using the measured surf zone quan-521
tity cT .522
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The dissipation coefficient b computed with Eq. 19 and 20 for the ensemble averaged523
wave group (Appendix A1) demonstrates contrasting cross-shore evolution (Figure 8).524
The formulation of D81 (Eq. 20) predicts b values steadily increasing from 0.003 to 0.005525
with decreasing values of sin θ as waves approach the beach. By contrast, the formulation526
of Drazen et al. [2008] (Eq. 19) leads to b values that decrease approximately linearly as527
x increases, although two different phases are noted: a section (x = 120 − 150m) where528
b has a decreasing trend with large oscillations, and a section (x = 150 − 170m) where b529
decreases more rapidly. Interestingly, the change occurring around x = 150m corresponds530
to where the beach slope steepens from about 1 : 80 to about 1 : 30 (Figure 2c and 3b).531
The difference in behaviour between Eq. 19 and 20 has a direct impact on the dissipation532
terms computed with Eq. 18 (Figure 9a). Seaward of x = 135m, Eq. 19 presents en-533
ergy dissipation rates close to that given by the hydraulic jump theory, while Eq. 20 gives534
slightly lower rates. Landward of this position, Eq. 19 leads to energy dissipation rates535
between 5-10 J.m−2.s−1 lower than DHJ , while the difference with DHJ is smaller for Eq.536
20 (Figure 9a). Both energy dissipation formulations lead to similar model skills, with537
RMSE of 41.4 and 39.8 J.m−1.s−1 obtained for Eq. 19 and 20 respectively (Figure 9b).538
Indeed, both formulations capture the global transformation of incident wave energy flux539
reasonably well, however, Eq. 19 leads to a better description of E f ,w in the region where540
the dissipation is close to that of a hydraulic jump of the same height (up to x = 140m).541
The same order of accuracy is obtained at the wave-by-wave scale, see Figure 10. The six542
waves constituting the wave group are modelled individually and, if we exclude the 5th543
wave (Figure 10e), the RMSE ranges from 36.5 to 61.9 J.m−1.s−1 when Eq. 19 is used,544
while it varies from 60 to 126 J.m−1.s−1 when Eq. 20 is used. As the formulation pro-545
posed by Drazen et al. [2008] suggests that b is a function of (1/T)5/2, we highlight the546
sensitivity of the model to the individual wave period in Figure 10 by modelling E f ,w547
with T ± 1 s. We note that the effect of an inaccurate individual wave period, which can548
be difficult to define in the surf zone, induces variations in the modelled energy flux of549
the order of the noise in the observations.550
It is important here to draw the parallel between the greater model skill displayed by Eq.551
19 with the best skills in the roller model (Section 3.2) obtained with the formulation for552
A of Svendsen [1984]. Both the dissipation coefficient b from Drazen et al. [2008] and the553
roller area given by Svendsen [1984] use the wave height H in their expression. By con-554
trast, Eq. 20 predicts an increasing dissipation coefficient b for decreasing roller angle,555
which is not observed in the present dataset. This has implications for the parameteriza-556
tions of energy dissipation rates in surf zone broken waves, e.g. in spectral or probabilistic557
models. Provided that the local wave height is retrieved correctly from the wave energy558
flux (see Appendix) and that the wave celerity and break point location are provided ac-559
curately, it seems possible to develop simple forward methods to estimate local energy560
dissipation rates with Eq. 19.561
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5 Concluding remarks562
In this paper, we present a high-resolution LiDAR dataset from which the geometrical563
properties of surface rollers (θ and Lr ) are extracted. This dataset constitutes the first di-564
rect measurements of these properties from field experiments. We report roller angle val-565
ues up to 6 times greater than the value of 5.7° typically used in energy balance-based566
numerical models that use the parameterization of Duncan [1981] to model the energy567
dissipation in broken waves (Eq. 1 and 11). Future deployment of LiDAR scanners at dif-568
ferent field sites will enable this dataset to be extended for a range of wave conditions and569
beach types, and will potentially allow the parameterization of Lr and θ as a function of570
wave and beach parameters.571
These novel measurements reduce the number of unknowns in the parameterization of572
D81 (Eq. 11) to the roller area A and the mean roller density ρr , which are two parame-573
ters linked through the definition of A. This hence allows for a sensitivity analysis of the574
ability of different formulations for A present in the literature (Table 2) to model energy575
dissipation rates in broken waves. The results first obtained with the roller area of En-576
gelund [1981] show that in the present dataset, broken waves propagating in the inner surf577
zone were dissipating their energy at a similar, but generally smaller rate (ρr = 0.87ρ)578
than hydraulic jumps of the same height. This is consistent with many past observations579
[e.g., see Le Méhauté, 1962; Hwang and Divoky, 1970; Svendsen et al., 1978; Battjes and580
Janssen, 1978; Thornton and Guza, 1983; Svendsen, 1984; Battjes and Stive, 1985; Svend-581
sen et al., 2003]. The value ρr = 0.87ρ is within the range of previous observations of582
void fraction in inner surf zone waves [e.g. Kimmoun and Branger, 2007], but this mean583
density corresponds to a surface roller confined in the most aerated part of the breaker584
(Figure 7), suggesting that a smaller mean roller density is more likely. To be consis-585
tent with the definition of ρr and account for this uncertainty, we incorporate the mean586
roller density ratio ρr/ρ into modified versions of the formulations for A given by D81587
and S84 to yield energy dissipation rates that agree with the present measurements. In-588
deed, no clear interface between the wave and the roller is generally observable for inner589
surf zone waves and fully developed bores as it was during the hydrofoil experiments of590
D81. Additional experiments are required to understand the link between ρr and A, and591
to answer questions such as: is there a void fraction that clearly defines the wave/roller in-592
terface or is it only related to the roller hydrodynamics (e.g. the most turbulent region).593
Further work could also investigate wave setup and undertow, probably in a more con-594
trolled environment, as it could lead to a better understanding of A and ρr and a better595
knowledge of the contribution of surface rollers in surf zone mean flow.596
The incorporation of ρr/ρ into the formulations for A and the uncertainties regarding597
these two parameters do not alone explain the modification of the original roller area for-598
mulation obtained by Duncan [1981], and that later derived by Svendsen [1984]. Another599
reason for this lies in the dataset upon which both original formulations were based. In-600
deed, the results of Section 2.3 suggest that the relations between wave and roller geomet-601
rical quantities from the hydrofoil-generated experiments [Duncan, 1981] do not neces-602
sarily apply in a natural inner surf zone. This is in agreement with the observations made603
by Melville [1994] and Drazen et al. [2008] who found greater dissipation in the hydrofoil604
waves of D81 than in ’classic’ unsteady breaking waves, corresponding to higher b values.605
The reason probably lies in the greater celerity imposed on the hydrofoil-generated wave606
compared to that of natural unsteady breakers (Figure 4d), which induces greater energy607
dissipation. Nonetheless, we note that the modified version of the formulation by Svendsen608
[1984] leads to the best prediction of the incident wave energy flux across the inner surf609
zone.610
Finally, a scaling law (Eq. 17) first introduced by Duncan [1981] relating the energy dis-611
sipation to the wave celerity is tested against our dataset. The dissipation coefficient b612
given by Drazen et al. [2008] appears to accurately describe the wave energy dissipation613
in the inner surf zone at both wave group and wave-by-wave scales. This is very promis-614
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ing as this approach could be adopted in spectral models to estimate energy dissipation615
rates in depth-induced wave breaking regions such as in the inner surf zone. It also has616
the advantage that it relies less on internal wave properties (in contrast to the roller model)617
and hence includes all physical processes responsible for the dissipation of energy during618
breaking. Nonetheless, robust descriptions of the break point location and wave celerity619
over the whole surf zone are still required [e.g., Svendsen et al., 2003].620
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A: Energetic properties of the isolated wave group621
As part of the present analysis, a wave group consisting of 6 consecutive and similar waves622
was isolated (see Figure A.1a). In this Appendix, we present this wave group, and give623
further notes on the use of linear wave theory for describing the energy flux in the surf624
zone at the group and wave-by-wave scales.625
In practice, when H is defined at the wave-by-wave scale (trough to crest distance), the626
following expression based on linear wave theory should be used for describing the wave627
energy flux in the shoaling and surf zones628
E f ,lin = ρgcH2B0, (A.1)
where629
B0 =
1
T
∫ T
0
( η
H
)2
dt (A.2)
The shape parameter B0 was introduced by Svendsen [1984] and Stive [1984] (denoted as630
AF in the latter) to account for the increase in wave steepness, skewness and then asym-631
metry generally observed in the profile of surf zone waves. These non-linearities in the632
wave profile lead to increasing discrepancies between B0 and 0.125, the value obtained633
for linear waves [e.g., Svendsen et al., 1978; Svendsen, 1983, 1984; Stive, 1984; Basco and634
Yamashita, 1986; Buhr Hansen, 1990; Svendsen et al., 2003; Huang et al., 2009; Michallet635
et al., 2011; Martins et al., 2017c].636
In shallow water, B0 is generally found to vary in the cross-shore direction: it is close to637
0.125 in the shoaling region [Basco and Yamashita, 1986], but rapidly decreases towards638
the break point and then slowly varies in the inner surf zone to a value close to a typi-639
cal value of 0.075 due to a more skewed wave profile [Svendsen, 1983, 1984; Basco and640
Yamashita, 1986; Buhr Hansen, 1990; Svendsen, 2006]. For the data presented here, B0641
values for individual waves are smaller than 0.1 and B0 is typically found to decrease with642
increasing wave skewness (see example of Figure A.2), where skewness is computed as:643
Sk =
(η − η)3
(η − η)23/2
(A.3)
By combining the observations from Figure A.1 and Eq. A.1, we deduce that B0 takes644
the value 0.0625 (1/16) at the wave group scale for the present inner surf zone dataset645
(RMSE of 12.05 J/unit area between Eq. 7 and Eq. A.1 with this value), which is close646
to the typical value of 0.075 [Svendsen, 1983]. It is worth noting that to retrieve the local647
wave height from the modelled wave energy flux in the present study (e.g. Section 3.2),648
Eq. A.1 has to be used with the value B0 = 0.0625. At the wave-by-wave scale, we note649
more variability; this can be observed in the greater standard deviations obtained with the650
integral form (Eq. 7). There are two potential reasons for this:651
• There can be a great variability in shape from one wave to another (e.g. Figure652
A.2), and the formulation of Eq. A.1 does not account for the wave length or fre-653
quency, nor for the wave breaking ’history’, whereas Eq. 7 does.654
• Calculating an integral over such a high-resolution dataset is evidently sensitive to655
the temporal boundaries. Therefore, the location of the individual wave troughs has656
the potential to affect the amount of energy estimated.657
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Figure 1. Definition sketch of the broken wave geometry. The mean water depth h is defined as the vertical
distance between the bed and Mean Water Level (MWL). The bore propagates at speed c in water depth ht
and has a height H, corresponding to the distance between the crest (white dot) and the preceding trough
(white square). The instantaneous water depth below the bore crest is expressed as hc = H + ht . The sur-
face roller is defined from the wave crest (white dot) to the bore toe (red dot), defined as the point where
∂η
∂x
= 0.2 tan θmax , where θmax is the maximum angle found over the roller region. The surface roller
has an angle with the horizontal of θ and a length Lr . Finally, the surface roller area is noted A but is only
represented schematically here, due to the lack of definition and knowledge on this quantity and on ρr .
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Figure 2. Field site and LiDAR scanner deployment. The regional map around Saltburn-by-the-Sea, UK,
is shown in panel a). The location of the nearshore (Whitby) and offshore (Tyne Tees) wave buoys are shown
by the grey dots. Panel b) shows the LiDAR scanner deployment on the nearshore pier: the scanners were
deployed 2.5m away from the pier, using a ’T’ shaped scaffolding system fixed to the pier railing. Panel c)
shows a schematic of the experimental set-up with an example of post-processed free surface elevation (black
thick line while individual measurements are shown as light grey lines). The beach profile (thick grey line)
corresponds to the surveyed profile during the previous low tide (10/04/16).
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Figure 3. Example of a tracked bore in the inner surf zone on 09/04. Panel a) shows the wave profile
changes every metre along a section (between x = 145 and 170m) of the full wave track. The linear fit of
the roller surface measurements is added at every location, coloured by the roller angle. Panels b-e) show the
cross-shore evolution of the individual wave height H (black line) and local water depth ht (red line), celerity
c, the roller length Lr and angle θ respectively. The raw measurement is shown as a thin grey line, while the
moving window-averaged (∆x = 2m) signal is shown as black thick line (red for ht ).
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Figure 4. Individual wave properties of the 38 inner surf zone waves constituting the present dataset. In
each panel, data are shown as a scatter plot coloured by the cloud point density: the brighter region is the
densest area whereas darker dots show sparser data points. Panel a) first shows the individual wave height H
against the period-averaged water depth hw . Panel b) shows the surface roller front slope tan θ as a function
of H. Panel c) shows the quantity Lr tan θ as a function of the local Iribarren number (tan β is the local beach
slope and L a wave length estimated as cT). Panels d-f) show the comparison of c2/g, Lr and Lr tan θ against
H and the relations from Duncan [1981].
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Figure 5. Cross-shore evolution of the surface roller area computed from the formulations presented in
Table 1 using the ensemble-averaged properties of a wave group from 09/04/2016 (composed of 6 consecutive
and similar waves, see Appendix).
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Figure 6. Results from the roller model against the wave group ensemble-averaged data, using ρr = 0.87ρ
(same wave group as Figure 5, see also Appendix). Panel a) shows the dissipations terms Dτ computed using
the roller area formulations from Engelund [1981] and the modified formulations of D81 (Eq. 15) and S84
(Eq. 16). The dissipation term DHJ (Eq. 13) of a hydraulic jump of the same height is also shown. Panel b)
shows the cross-shore evolution of the modelled incident wave energy flux (Eq. 7) computed with the dissipa-
tion terms from panel a). The spatial variation of the roller kinetic energy computed with a factor 2 is shown
in panel c) for the three roller area formulations.
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Figure 7. Surface roller areas shown under an example wave profile (4th wave of the group, see Appendix).
To facilitate the calculation of the roller area, the interface between the roller and the wave was assumed to
have an ellipsoidal shape close to the roller toe.
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Figure 8. Cross-shore evolution of the dissipation coefficient b (Eq. 17), computed with the wave group
ensemble-averaged data (same wave group as Figure 5) using the formulation of D81 (Eq. 20) and that found
later by Drazen et al. [2008] (Eq. 19).
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Figure 9. Results from the energy balance model of Eq. 16 against the wave group ensemble-averaged
data (same wave group as Figure 5, 6 and 8, see also Appendix). Panel a) shows the dissipations terms D
computed using the two formulations for b (Eq. 19 and 20). The dissipation term DHJ of a hydraulic jump of
the same height is also shown as indication. Panel b) shows the cross-shore evolution of the modelled incident
wave energy computed with the dissipation terms from panel a).
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Figure 10. Results from the energy balance model of Eq. 16 at the wave-by-wave scale against measure-
ments from the same wave group as Figures 5, 6, 8 and 9. If we number the individual waves by order of
apparition (see Figure A.1), panels a, b, c, d, e and f show the modelled wave energy flux for the waves num-
ber 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 respectively. To highlight the sensitivity of the model to the individual wave period, the
results for Eq. 19 and obtained with T ± 1 s are indicated by the gray region.
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Figure A.1. Presentation of the wave group selected for the analysis. Panel a) shows the surface elevation
timestack in the Mean Sea Level (MSL) referential. The wave crest tracks are shown as black dashed lines.
Panel b) compares the ensemble-averaged wave energy computed with the integral form (Eq. 7) and linear
wave theory with B0 = 0.0625 (Eq. A.1). For both energy formulation, the standard deviation is shown as
error bar in the same colour.
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Figure A.2. Temporal wave profile at x = 130m of the individual wave number 1 and 5 of the wave group
from Figure A.1a.
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